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Abstract We carried out an extensive cartographic analysis of the Apollo 17 landing site and determined
andmapped positions of the astronauts, their equipment, and lunar landmarks with accuracies of better than
±1 m in most cases. To determine coordinates in a lunar body-ﬁxed coordinate frame, we applied least
squares (2-D) network adjustments to angular measurements made in astronaut imagery (Hasselblad
frames). The measured angular networks were accurately tied to lunar landmarks provided by a 0.5 m/pixel,
controlled Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter Camera (LROC) Narrow Angle Camera (NAC) orthomosaic of the
entire Taurus-Littrow Valley. Furthermore, by applying triangulation on measurements made in Hasselblad
frames providing stereo views, we were able to relate individual instruments of the Apollo Lunar Surface
Experiment Package (ALSEP) to speciﬁc features captured in LROC imagery and, also, to determine
coordinates of astronaut equipment or other surface features not captured in the orbital images, for example,
the deployed geophones and Explosive Packages (EPs) of the Lunar Seismic Proﬁling Experiment (LSPE) or
the Lunar Roving Vehicle (LRV) at major sampling stops. Our results were integrated into a new LROC
NAC-based Apollo 17 Traverse Map and also used to generate a series of large-scale maps of all nine traverse
stations and of the ALSEP area. In addition, we provide crater measurements, proﬁles of the navigated
traverse paths, and improved ranges of the sources and receivers of the active seismic experiment LSPE.
Plain Language Summary We have identiﬁed the exact locations where the Apollo 17 astronauts
acquired panoramic image sequences while they were on the lunar surface in December 1972. For this,
we analyzed the historical (Hasselblad) astronaut images together with current high-resolution images from
the Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter Camera (LROC), which we generated into 3-D elevation models and
geodetic maps. We used a traditional geodetic method to determine the astronauts’ positions during image
acquisition by measuring the directions to lunar landmarks (control points) shown in their photographs.
The positioned astronaut images were then used for further image analysis. Our cartographic analysis
resulted in a map of the Taurus-Littrow valley covering the complete Apollo 17 exploration site, as well as a
series of large-scale maps for all of the major geology stops.
1. Introduction
High-resolution images at pixel scales of 25–50 cm acquired by the Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter Camera
(LROC) Narrow Angle Camera (NAC; Robinson et al., 2010) of the current Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter
(LRO) mission (Keller et al., 2016) provide the means to have a closer look at the exploration sites and the
invaluable on-site measurements obtained by the Apollo astronauts. Recordings of the Apollo Lunar
Surface Experiment Package (ALSEP), rock samples, photographs, and astronaut descriptions were evaluated
at that time and are still very important sources of our understanding of the geology of the Moon. Regarding
cartography, up to the present day, the Apollo 17 Traverses Lunar Photomap (Defense Mapping Agency,
1975), as well as the map-like station sketches provided by Mühlberger et al. (1973) in the Apollo 17
Preliminary Science Report are the most widely known reconstructions of the astronaut traverse path and
their activities at the nine major geology stops.
By integrating recent orbital data sets in the reanalysis of historic Apollo data and by using computer-aided
and state-of-the-art methods, high-resolution cartographic products and data analysis that depend on
accurate geolocation can be improved signiﬁcantly. Recently, LROC imagery is used by various research
groups to revisit lunar landing sites to take a closer look at the exploration sites and to reevaluate the historic
data in a wider and improved context. For example, by reevaluating his own on-site ﬁeld observations from
today’s perspective and by integrating recent remote sensing data, Schmitt et al. (2017) draw new
conclusions on the geological evolution of the Taurus-Littrow Valley. They also demonstrated the potential
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of applying close-range photogrammetry to Hasselblad stereo images by creating a 3-D scene and deriving
the geologic setting of collected and returned samples. By photogrammetrically analyzing a large set of
surface images taken by the Apollo 11 crew, Pustynski and Jones (2014) created a landing site map, which
was in good agreement with LROC NAC images when overlaid for comparison. Based on orthorectiﬁed
LROC NAC images, Wagner et al. (2016) provide a comprehensive compilation of anthropogenic features
on the entire Moon, and Karachevtseva et al. (2013, 2017) used LROC NAC orthoimages to map the
traverse paths of the remotely controlled Lunokhod-1 and -2 rovers. The mentioned studies have in
common that their analyses are based either on astronaut images only or on orbital images only. The work
presented here is a joint analysis of close-range surface images and orbital images.
Previously, we reported on our cartographic study of the Apollo 17 landing site, in which we derived astro-
naut and feature positions by analyzing Apollo surface panoramas in combination with LROC NAC orthoi-
mages (Haase et al., 2012). We used fully assembled Hasselblad panoramas provided by the Apollo Lunar
Surface Journal (ALSJ; https://www.hq.nasa.gov/alsj/) to measure networks of directions to prominent lunar
landmarks. Camera positions were determined by applying (2-D) network adjustments. At that time our
investigation was limited to a relatively small area of 3.2 km2 near the Lunar Module (LM) descent stage,
the ALSEP site, and Traverse Station 1 (see Figure 1) for lack of a high-resolution digital terrain model
(DTM), not to mention an orthomosaic covering the remaining area.
By now the complete Apollo 17 landing site has been imaged by the LROC NAC multiple times, under differ-
ent lighting conditions, at high resolutions of 25- to 50-cm pixel scales, and providing geometric stereo ima-
gery. This allowed us to generate a larger DTM and orthomosaic and extend our cartographic investigation to
cover the entire region the astronauts explored during their three Extra-Vehicular Activities (EVA).
For all of the astronauts’ preplanned sampling stops, the so-called traverse stations, we determined the posi-
tions from where station panoramas were taken and, based on that, geolocations of prominent surface fea-
tures. Following the historic Apollo 17 station maps (Mühlberger et al., 1973), for each of the nine traverse
stations, we created large-scale (orthoimage) maps. In addition, to give an overview of the entire exploration
area the astronauts navigated, we generated a new “Apollo 17 Landing Site map at a scale of 1:15000 includ-
ing the astronauts’ traverse path, nomenclature, and elevation contours (section 3.4).
To speciﬁcally map the ALSEP area, a high-resolution LROC NAC image providing a ground pixel size of 25 cm
was used. Previously, various research groups visually inspected and interpreted single features captured in
the NAC images as astronaut equipment. This visual approach bears the risk of misinterpretation, and
besides, some of the instruments are too small to be resolved in the orbital images, for example, antennas
or the geophones inserted in the upper regolith and marked with red ﬂags. To unmistakably identify the
Figure 1. Major geology stations (numbered circles) and Lunar Roving Vehicle (LRV) traverses of the Apollo 17 crew. The
traverse path was adopted from the traverse map of the Apollo era (Defense Mapping Agency, 1975; solid line: based
on Very Long Baseline Interferometry observations; Salzberg, 1973; dashed line: approximate track).
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ALSEP instruments and to provide accurate coordinates of the complete suite of instruments, we used
Hasselblad stereo images allowing us to carry out geodetic triangulation. At the ALSEP site we achieved
accuracies for panorama and instrument positions of ±0.5 m and better.
2. Material and Methods
To document their ﬁeld geology work and for postﬂight surveying purposes, the Apollo 17 astronauts Eugene
Cernan and Harrison Schmitt took 2,218 photographs on the lunar surface (Apollo 17 Mission Evaluation
Team, 1973). Using twometric Hasselblad cameras (see section 2.2), they recorded single frames, stereo pairs,
and series of overlapping photographs to form panoramas. At each major sampling stop along their traverse
path (except for Station 3) they acquired at least two full panoramas to enable their location to later be deter-
mined. They would stand in one position and turn around while taking a sequence of at least 15 Hasselblad
frames at regular intervals to cover a 360° ﬁeld of view (see Figure 2 for an assembled version of a
station panorama).
These images not only provide unique close-up views of the lunar surface but also allow making angular
measurements, which can be used to derive positions, feature sizes, directions, and distances. We applied
(2-D) least squares network adjustments to derive the positions from where the astronauts acquired images.
Unlike our previous approach (Haase et al., 2012) of using preassembled full panoramas provided by the ALSJ,
we here used single Hasselblad frames to avoid image distortions possibly introduced by stitching the images
together during panorama production. Instead, we determined single-camera positions of individual
Hasselblad frames and derived a mean position from where panoramas were taken.
2.1. LROC NAC Image Data
LROC’s NAC consists of two monochrome charge-coupled device line-scan imagers (~5,000 pixels), NAC-L
and NAC-R, which are aligned side by side with a small overlap to provide a twice-as-wide ﬁeld of view
(FOV) of 2 × 2.85° in the cross-track direction. From the nominal orbit altitude of 50 km the twin NACs provide
a ground pixel size of 0.5 m. A combined NAC-L/R-mosaic covers a ground track swath of about 5 km and
typically 26 km in length. Stereo imagery is acquired from adjacent orbits by slewing LRO up to 30° off nadir
to either side in the cross-track direction. During a 1-month period in August 2011, the orbit of LRO was low-
ered to approach the lunar surface as close as 22 km. The goal was to obtain images of the Apollo landing
sites at highest ground resolution. Image mosaic M168000580L/R, which covers a 2.5-km-wide swath at
the immediateApollo 17 landing site, was obtainedduring that time andprovides a pixel size of 25 cm×56 cm.
A NAC-L/R orthomosaic of that image was resampled to 25 cm/pixel and used to map the ALSEP site and the
area surrounding the LM.
To generate high-resolution 3-D products and orthoimages from LROC NAC images, we used a modiﬁed ver-
sion of the photogrammetric processing software system developed at the German Aerospace Center (DLR)
for the automated and systematic processing of Mars Express High Resolution Stereo Camera (MEX HRSC)
image data (Scholten et al., 2005, 2012). The underlying programming platform of the DLR stereo-processing
pipeline is the Video Image Communication and Retrieval (VICAR) Image Processing System (National
Aeronautics and Space Administration, 2018). As a ﬁrst step, all LROC NAC images at Experiment Data
Records (EDR) level were converted from the Planetary Data System (PDS) to VICAR’s own image ﬁle format
and were then radiometrically calibrated using the calibration ﬁles provided by the LROC team.
2.1.1. Photogrammetric LROC NAC DTM Processing
Four NAC stereo pairs at pixel scales of 0.5 m and stereo angles ranging from about 25° to 30° are the image
base of the Apollo 17 DTM used within this study. A 200-m-wide gap extending in the along-track direction at
30.7°E was ﬁlled using a stereo image pair with lower image resolution (1.0 m/pixel) and low stereo quality.
Image names and selected image parameters are listed in Table A1 in Appendix A.
Figure 2. The West Pan of Traverse Station 5 was acquired by astronaut Cernan on the southwest rim of Camelot Crater
(panorama assembled by W. Harold from Johnson Space Center, source: Apollo Lunar Surface Journal [ALSJ]).
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2.1.1.1. SPICE Kernels
To determine the parameters of the camera’s exterior orientation (position and pointing), we used the
Navigation and Ancillary Information Facility (NAIF) SPICE kernels (Acton, 1996) provided by the NAIF team
at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory and the LRO Mission Operation Center at Goddard Space Flight Center.
These ﬁles provide ancillary information about the spacecraft clock, spacecraft and target positions and
orientations, target size and shape, and reference frames.
Instead of the spacecraft’s nominal trajectory, we used the reﬁned Spacecraft and Planet Kernels (spk) pro-
vided by the Lunar Orbiter Laser Altimeter (LOLA) science team (Mazarico et al., 2012, 2013). Besides LRO
radio tracking data, these kernels incorporate LOLA crossover adjusted positions, Earth-based laser ranging,
and the lunar gravity ﬁeld solution GRGM900C provided by the Gravity Recovery And Interior Laboratory
(GRAIL) science team (Lemoine et al., 2014). Furthermore, we made use of the reﬁned C-matrix kernels (ck)
provided by the LROC operations team at the Arizona State University (Speyerer et al., 2014), which include
variations in the alignment of the twin NACs induced by temperature changes in orbit. A complete list of the
SPICE kernels used to compute exterior orientations are listed in Table A2 in Appendix A.
2.1.1.2. Iterative DTM Processing
A typical LROC NAC stereo-image set is acquired by two sensors (NAC-L and NAC-R) from two different orbits
and thus consists of four images. This constellation allows for up to four different stereo combinations (L-L, R-R,
L-R, and R-L) resulting in a maximum of four individual surface models, which are combined to one DTM.
Ultimately, the number of stereo combinations depends on the local topography and the degree of image
overlap and typically amounts to three or four. To derive 3-D topography, we used the DLR stereo processing
chain (Scholten et al., 2005), which is composed of three main steps: (1) determination of a dense grid of con-
jugate points for the entire stereomodel; (2) forward ray intersection based on thematched image points, cam-
era interior orientations, and exterior orientations (resulting in 3-D ground points); and (3) DTM interpolation.
The extraction of an accurate and dense net of image tie points from a stereo-pair is the most crucial factor
within DTM generation. We used the DLR area-based multi-image matcher, which uses prerectiﬁed images in
identical map projections and constant pixel scales to reduce and harmonize parallax effects. This keeps the
search areas for the matching algorithm small, and thus, reduces the number of mismatches. After the image
matching process, the image coordinates of the tie points are transformed back to line and sample coordi-
nates of the original images using transformation ﬁles stored during the prerectiﬁcation procedure. This step
is essential, because the SPICE-based orientation data are rigidly associated with the image geometry at the
time of image acquisition.
As prerectiﬁcation requires topographic data, the processing of the DTM is done in an iterative procedure. In
a stepwise manner, based on an initial DTM of the best available quality and grid size, at ﬁrst, a low-resolution
and smoothed LROC NAC DTM is created, which is gradually improved and densiﬁed during further itera-
tions. As initial terrain we used a DTM of a raster grid of 8 m based on Kaguya/SELENE Terrain Camera (TC)
images (Haruyama et al., 2014). Comparable to a pyramidal approach, the pixel scale of the prerectiﬁed
images was chosen relative to the grid size of the DTM used for prerectiﬁcation (~1/4), respectively, to keep
the effects of parallax (and thus the search areas) small. In prerectiﬁed LROC NAC images the parallax caused
by inaccurate terrain elevation occurs in the cross-track direction (sample), while errors in the exterior orien-
tation have an effect predominantly in ﬂight direction (line).
Within the ﬁrst iteration, images were prerectiﬁed to 2 m/pixel, at which scale parallaxes are due to improper
elevation rather than inaccurate exterior orientation. The effect of the latter increased with every step of the
iteration, concurrent with the increase in the chosen image resolution. While the DTMs were improved and
the sample-parallaxes gradually became smaller, the line-parallax caused by errors in the position and point-
ing information reached its maximum effect (up to 7–8 pixels) at the ﬁnal iteration level with prerectiﬁed
images of 0.5 m pixel scale.
The image matching is based on an area-based correlation followed by a least squares matching providing
conjugate points with subpixel accuracy (Wewel, 1996). After back-transforming the matched image points
to original line and sample coordinates, we determined object points in the body-ﬁxed Moon-Earth/Polar-
Axis frame as well as relative accuracies by applying forward ray intersection for each of these tie points.
After that, a map referenced LROC NAC raster DTM was generated in a VICAR 16-bit signed short integer
image format. The vertical resolution is 0.1 m, and elevations are related to a sphere with a radius of
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1737.4 km. At each iteration level the DTM raster grid was chosen accord-
ing to theprevious iteration’s prerectiﬁcation scale (DTMscale=prerectiﬁed
image scale × 3), starting from 6m/pixel to a ﬁnal raster grid of 1.5 m/pixel.
As map projection of the near equatorial location of the Apollo 17 site we
chose the Transverse Mercator projection with true scale at 30.7°E (central
meridian) to keep distortions small. A sphere with a radius of 1,737.4 km
served as reference body for the map projection. Only object points within
the 1σ range of the stereo-pairs’ individual mean point accuracy were
included in the DTM interpolation. See Table 1 for mean relative inter-
stereo forward ray intersection accuracies of the ﬁnal DTM. Because of its
low stereo angle of <10° the stereo pair acquired from orbits
13104/13105 has a relatively low mean 3-D accuracy resulting in less accu-
rate object points. However, none of the geolocations determined in this
study are located within this 200-m-wide area, implying that none of the elevations provided are affected
by this reduced accuracy.
The stereo images used for DTM processing were orthorectiﬁed andmap-projected to a uniform pixel scale of
0.5 m based on the generated LROC NAC DTM strips, the exterior orientations, and the calibrated parameters
of the sensor model (interior orientation). The same map projection as for the DTM strips was chosen
(Transverse Mercator with central meridian at 30.7°E). Inaccurate exterior orientations of the individual
images result in errors of the absolute position of the DTM/orthoimage sets. After generating an orthomosaic
these discrepancies vividly show up at the image edges, for example, where surface features may appear
twice because of lateral offsets. The vertical component of positional errors are reﬂected in DTMs by low for-
ward ray intersection accuracies and offsets in elevation, creating discrepancies in terrain edges in the along-
track direction where two surface models overlap.
To account for these positional discrepancies, we applied corrections in two separate steps. First, we improved
the relative accuracy of the orthoimages (in 2-D) and the single DTM strips (in 3-D) to achieve internally con-
sistent surface representations of the whole investigation area. In a second step the two surface models were
then referenced to adequate lunar reference frames to improve their positional (absolute) accuracies.
2.1.1.2.1. Improving the Internal, Relative Accuracy
Using one centrally located image as initial control, we accounted for lateral inconsistencies by successively
referencing adjacent image strips from the center of the area outwards to the west and to the east. For this,
we determined lateral offset values (in image line and sample) in the overlapping orthoimages, whichwere then
manually corrected for. All orthorectiﬁed images of the stereo pairs used for DTM processing were referenced to
image M134991788L (orbit 5027), which covers the central part of the Taurus-Littrow Valley including the LM
and the ALSEP central station. After improving the relative accuracy of the orthoimages they were merged to
a preliminary orthomosaic. The images used to create this preliminarymosaic were chosen only because of their
direct relation to the corresponding DTMby sharing the same projection geometries. The strong correlation of a
DTM/orthoimage set derived from identical images allows transferring the determined horizontal corrections
to the related DTM. It also keeps lateral displacements during orthorectiﬁcation due to errors in elevation to a
minimum. The previously determined lateral corrections were applied to the related DTMs after scaling them
to the appropriate pixel size. However, to create high-quality cartographic products, additional criteria besides
their geometrical consistency need to be taken into consideration when selecting images for a mosaic. To
achieve a uniformly illuminated and radiometrically adjusted orthomosaic, we substituted some of the original
images used for DTM processing in a subsequent step, as described in the following section.
To further correct the DTMs for the vertical effects of errors in the exterior orientation, we determined mean
offsets in elevation where adjacent DTMs overlap. The same strategy as for the lateral corrections described
above was applied, again using stereo model 5026/5027 as reference and proceed toward the western and
eastern boundaries of the DTM. We applied vertical shifts ranging from3.6 to +4.1 m to improve the relative
accuracy of the ﬁve elevation models, which were then combined to one DTM.
2.1.1.2.2. Improving the Absolute Accuracy
To improve the absolute position of the orthomosaic and the DTM, we used a combination of the two currently
most accurate reference frames of the Moon by breaking it down to a horizontal and vertical control.
Table 1
Mean Relative Point Accuracies of the Five NAC DTM Strips, Which Were
Combined to One Final DTM
LROC NAC stereo pair Mean 3-D forward ray intersection accuracy (m)
Orbit 1/orbit 2 L-L R-R L-R R-L
5374/5375 0.14 0.33 0.76 0.99
8676/8677 2.46 0.53 1.59 0.27
13104/13105 - - - 6.94
5026/5027 1.23 0.70 0.14 0.42
7633/7634 0.2 0.45 0.25 0.52
Note. DTM, digital terrain model; LROC, Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter
Camera; NAC, Narrow Angle Camera.
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Horizontally, we controlled our surface models to the fundamental Lunar
Geodetic Network, which is characterized by best available, ﬁxed coordi-
nates that were assigned to unique features on the lunar surface. Here the
control points are of human-made nature and are deﬁned by ﬁve Lunar
Laser Ranging (LLR) reﬂectors and ﬁve ALSEP transmitters whose locations
were determined by laser altimetry and Very Long Baseline Interferometry
(VLBI). Davies and Colvin (2000) provided Mean-Earth/Polar-Axis (ME) coor-
dinates of the Apollo 17 ALSEP radio transmitter housed by the ALSEP
Central Station (C/S), which can be identiﬁed in one of the images
(M134985003L, orbit 5026). By following the above described conventional
way of referencing, the coordinates provided in this document are consis-
tent and comparable to already existing and established data sets. To agree
with the coordinates given by Davies and Colvin (2000), the LROC NAC
orthomosaic and DTM had to be shifted by 15.0 m west and 6.5 m south.
The horizontal accuracy of the ALSEP transmitter coordinates were esti-
mated to about ±10 m (King et al., 1976), which consequently is propagated
to the coordinates determined in this study. In case new values with
improved absolute accuracy become available in the future, whose quality
and sole use is commonly agreed on, the complete data set can easily be
rereferenced by a simple coordinate transformation.
To exploit the high radial accuracy of the recent LOLA data set of ~1 m
(Mazarico et al., 2013), we selected 47 crossover improved LOLA tracks
to be used as vertical control. The coregistration technique developed
by Gläser et al. (2013) was applied to determine a best ﬁt of the SPICE-
based DTM relative to the LOLA frame. Figure 3 shows the distribution of
the selected, coregistered LOLA tracks in the study area. Lateral offsets
of the DTM were 1.5 m in the western and 1.5 m in the southern direction,
which is equivalent to one DTM pixel. Nevertheless, these offsets were not
incorporated in favor of the LLR/VLBI frame.
To account for the determined vertical offset, however, the horizontally
controlled DTM was raised by 6.7 m to ﬁt to the LOLA reference frame.
For comparison, if we had chosen to vertically reference the DTM to the
radius value of the C/S given by Davies and Colvin (2000), the DTM would have to be raised by 42.8 m
instead. Here the discrepancy of about 36 m between the LOLA grid and the radius of the C/S given by
Davies and Colvin (2000) conﬁrms the conservative estimate of ±30 m (King et al., 1976) of the vertical
error. Afterward, the standard deviation of the elevation differences of the 47 LOLA proﬁles and the cor-
responding elevations of the controlled NAC DTM was ±1.3 m. This is assumed to primarily result from
remaining northwest trending tilts of the individual NAC DTM strips, which were not entirely removed
by our method.
2.1.2. LROC NAC Controlled Orthomosaic
The orthomosaic used in this study for taking measurements and creating cartographic products of the
Taurus-Littrow Valley consists of 10 LROC NAC images. The criteria after which the individual images were
chosen were as follows (sorted by priority): light coming from the west in addition to similar incidence angles
to achieve homogeneous illumination conditions, a ground pixel size not exceeding 0.5 m, and favorably
nadir imagery to minimize possible feature displacements caused by elevations differences.
Five images previously used for DTM processing located at the outer boundaries of the investigation areamet
at least the ﬁrst two prerequisites. The innermost images of the preliminary 0.5 m/pixel orthomosaic, which
were processed along with the DTM, had to be substituted, because of opposite illumination (Sun direction)
or insufﬁcient image scale (see the last column in Table A1 in Appendix A). Nadir imagery with the Sun shin-
ing from the west was not available throughout the area.
Images M168000580-L and -R (orbit 9892), which were recorded during the 1-month low-orbit period, cover
the area in close proximity to the LM including the ALSEP area. Both images were orthorectiﬁed using an
Figure 3. Overlay of 47 color-coded Lunar Orbiter Laser Altimeter (LOLA)
tracks on the shaded Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter Camera (LROC) Narrow
Angle Camera (NAC) digital terrain model (1.5-m grid) of the Apollo 17
landing site (after coregistration). Color-coded elevations are given relative
to the mean lunar radius of 1,737.4 km.
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adapted version of the DTM, which was horizontally shifted to reasonably match the image’s projection geo-
metry in order to minimize pixel displacement caused by faulty terrain. The generated orthoimages were
resampled to match the 0.5-m pixel scale of the ﬁnal orthomosaic, controlled to the ALSEP central station
and integrated into the preliminary mosaic. Three additional images covering the area west of the landing
site were rectiﬁed accordingly and referenced to the adjacent (controlled) orthoimage, working outward
from the center image. Names and selected characteristic parameters of the images used for the ﬁnal ortho-
mosaic are listed in Table A3 in Appendix A. They are listed in the order of layering, the ﬁrst image being dis-
played in its full east-west extent on the top and the image listed last being displayed on the bottom layer
partially covered by overlying images.
To merge the geometrically corrected orthoimages into a mosaic, the DLR radiometric mosaicing tool was
used. It is capable of adjusting the brightness of adjacent, overlapping images and to produce seamless tran-
sitions from image to image by weighted averaging of overlapping image parts (Scholten et al., 2005).
2.2. Hasselblad Surface Imagery
While performing EVAs, the astronauts were equipped with two electronically powered Hasselblad 500 EL
Data Cameras, which were typically attached to the chest of their spacesuits to enable two handed opera-
tions and to provide some support to the camera. The Hasselblad Data series consisted of metric cameras
modiﬁed for use under space conditions, accurately calibrated and equipped with a high-precision Réseau
plate in front of the image plane (Kammerer & Zeiss, 1972) to provide photogrammetric information in the
analysis of the photography. The Réseau grid, that is, 5 × 5 crosses at 10-mm intervals, is imaged in each
Hasselblad frame (70-mm ﬁlm) and deﬁnes the image coordinate system. The cameras were ﬁtted with
Zeiss Biogon f/5.6 moderate wide-angle lenses (60-mm focal length) speciﬁcally designed for the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) with rigid demands for minimal distortion. The Hasselblad
cameras were left behind on the lunar surface; only the ﬁlm magazines were brought back to Earth. The ﬁlm
rolls were developed and since then they are stored (deep-frozen for most of the time) at the Johnson Space
Center, not allowed to leave the building.
We used two different online sources to obtain astronaut imagery. The majority of Hasselblad image ﬁles we
used were downloaded from the ALSJ. Supported by the NASA History Ofﬁce, this website comprehensively
documents the Apollo missions and provides digitized Hasselblad image ﬁles along with the supporting
information. The images provided on this website are original ﬁlm scans obtained from the Johnson Space
Center that were reduced to an image size of 2,340 × 2,350 pixels (~1,150 dpi) and edited before putting
them online. By means of the Réseau grid we determined a mean pixel size of 22 μm. Whenever possible,
we downloaded Hasselblad frames provided by the Apollo Image Archive (http://tothemoon.ser.asu.edu/gal-
lery/apollo). To preserve the invaluable Apollo photography and to allow researchers and the general public
free access to digitized versions of the originally ﬂown ﬁlm, the Johnson Space Center and the School of Earth
and Space Exploration at the Arizona State University are currently scanning the Apollo ﬂight ﬁlms at very
high resolution and extended bit depth (Lawrence et al., 2008). At the time of our analysis, though, the
Apollo 17 Hasselblad scans were not completely available yet.
2.2.1. Hasselblad Camera Model and Distortion
To make use of angular measurements made in photographs, the geometry of the corresponding camera
(interior orientation) has to be known to a sufﬁcient degree. All the Apollo cameras ﬂown to the moon were
carefully calibrated before ﬂight (Borgeson & Batson, 1969), and the parameters, that is, the location of the
principal point, the principal distance, and the magnitude and direction of the camera lens distortion, were
recorded in mission calibration reports. The optics of both Hasselblad cameras ﬂown on Apollo 17 were ana-
lyzed in preparation of earlier missions (for future use). One of the Apollo 17 surface cameras (S/N 1023),
which was primarily used for color imagery taken by E. Cernan, was calibrated in preparation of the Apollo
16 mission (Malhotra, 1972). The calibrated parameters of the interior orientation of the second Hasselblad
camera (S/N 1032), which was mainly used by astronaut H. Schmitt, were not available to us.
Instead of using only one focus at inﬁnity, as it is common for metric cameras, the Hasselblads were used
at several focus settings, each time bringing about a change in the optics, that is, changing the lens-to-
image plane distance (principal distance). Prior to image acquisition the astronauts had to estimate the
distance to the target, rate it near, medium, or far, and adjust the focus setting accordingly. Three dis-
crete focus distances were uniquely marked with a click-stop. The calibrated principal distances for
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these three detents and lens distortions were recorded in the calibration report prior to the mission.
Camera S/N 1023 was calibrated at focus distances of 6, 10, and 50 foot resulting in values of the
calibrated principal distances of 63.0, 62.3, and 61.4 mm, respectively. The principal distance has great
inﬂuence on position determination by providing the ratio for transforming between image and object
scale. Here a change of 0.1 mm in the principal distance results in a 0.5-m offset along the principal
visual ray.
Contrary to the recorded values given in the calibration report, in the available mission transcripts of the EVAs
the astronauts commonly referred to 5-foot, 15-foot, or 74-foot focus settings. The latter was the preferred set-
ting used for station panoramas as can be seen in the communication transcripts. To begin with, we asso-
ciated the 74-foot focus setting with the calibrated values of the detent setting of 50 foot. By analyzing
several frames of standard 74-foot panoramas we achieved best results by applying a principal distance of
61.5 mm, with lowest discrepancies between the individually determined camera positions belonging to
the same panorama sequence. We applied no corrections for the principal point position nor the radial lens
distortion because of negligibly small calibrated values.
Image distortion resulting from ﬁlm deformation, unevenness or scanning was taken into account by means
of the Réseau. Wemeasured the centers of the Réseau crosses with a precision of ±1 pixel, and the maximum
pixel dislocation resulted in ±2 pixels, occurring, if at all, mainly at the image edges.
2.3. Method
In principal, the approach used in this study is the same as was used during the Apollo era, the traditional
surveying method of three-point resection”. Here computer-aided least squares adjustment supersedes tra-
cing paper to ﬁt local networks of angular directions to prominent lunar landmarks, and orbital photographs
are replaced by digital, high-resolution orthomaps from recent lunar missions.
To determine the position of the camera perspective center of a Hasselblad frame, we measured image coor-
dinates of several (as many as possible) surface features for each frame. The Hasselblad Réseau was used to
transform between pixel coordinates and metric image coordinates. Their horizontal components were then
converted to angular directions incorporating the camera’s principal distance. The same features had to be
identiﬁed in the LROC NAC orthomap to provide reference coordinates with respect to the coordinate system
of the orthomap. For each panorama site we resampled the original 0.5 m/pixel LROC NAC orthomosaic and
map-projected it to a local stereographic projection, deﬁning the center at the approximate position of the
astronaut during image acquisition. By doing so, we preserved directions from the origin of the map, which
is necessary for correlating the measured angles with the local coordinate system of the mosaic and for plot-
ting the network of angles onto the orthomosaic.
To improve the leveling of some of the images to come as close as possible to our assumption of measuring
horizontal angles, we utilized an assembled panorama of that same scene (provided by the ALSJ) and rotated
the particular frame about its center Réseau cross to ﬁt the scenery. We primarily applied this procedure to
images that were taken from the seat of the rover or while standing on a steep slope. As an example,
Figure 4a shows a single frame of a rover pan that was acquired by astronaut Schmitt to document the
deployment site of EP-1 at Victory Crater. This particular frame was rotated by 14° before measuring
angular directions.
The observed angles were then adjusted to the ground control points within a least squares adjustment. The
functional model of a network adjustment is given by the fundamental direction observation equation:
DCF þ vCF ¼ AzCF þ ωC ¼ arctan xF  xCyF  yC
 
þ ωC
DCF observed angular direction from the camera’s position C to a surface feature F
vCF residual in the observed angle DCF
AzCF north azimuth of a surface feature F
ωC unknown orientation angle toward north
(xC, yC) unknown 2-D coordinates of the camera’s position C
(xF, yF) known 2-D coordinates of a surface feature F (control)
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A minimum of four observed directions DCF set up an overdetermined, nonlinear equation system, which is
solved after linearization using a ﬁrst-order Taylor series approximation. Feature identiﬁcation and correct
matching in both, the orbital and the on-site images, were supported by image plots of the angular network
overlaid on the orthomap (see Figure 4b as well as Haase et al., 2012, for further details). These visual, ﬁrst-
order approximations also provided initial values for the unknowns of the adjustment.
Once a Hasselblad frame’s position and orientation toward north was determined, these images were further
exploited to determine geolocations of astronaut equipment imaged in the Hasselblad frames. By applying
polar point determination or triangulation in case of available stereo views, these calculations were indepen-
dent of whether or not a surface feature was visible in the LROC NAC orthomap.
In contrast to utilizing fully assembled 360° panoramas, as reported in Haase et al. (2012), we reﬁned our ana-
lysis and used the original, single Hasselblad frames to determine individual astronaut or rather individual
frame positions. In the case of a panoramic image series, as they were routinely recorded at the traverse sta-
tions, we derived a mean panorama position after determination of at least three camera positions of frames
possibly aiming at most diverse viewing directions (de facto we used 9–10 frames per panorama site on aver-
age). In best cases, where control features were available in close vicinity, the individual frame positions dif-
fered by only 1–2 LROC NAC pixels at maximum. Because the cameras were attached to the front of the space
suits, the focal points of the cameras are assumed to have moved in circles rather than about a point when
panoramic images were taken. Owing to the turning andmoving of the astronauts in combination with errors
introduced by the assumption of accurately leveled image planes, which complies with the assumption of
measuring horizontal angles, the independently determined camera positions slightly differ from one
another by only a few NAC pixels.
Using fully assembled panoramas downloaded from the ALSJ in the ﬁrst place had the appealing advantage
of enabling us to measure direction angles to control points on a full 360° range within just one image
(mosaic). The approach is comparable to a surveyor using an accurately leveled theodolite to measure hor-
izontal directions for self-positioning. A leveled, geometrically correct 360° image would simplify the task
of image orientation by the need of only four control features within a 360° FOV, instead of four control fea-
tures per single frame (FOV ≈ 46°). It also takes just one calculation step to get a panorama position. On the
other hand, a combined adjustment of all measured angular directions within the 360° view erroneously
Figure 4. (a) To approximately level frame AS17-133-20296 horizontally it was rotated before measuring angular directions
to reference features located within Victory Crater (horizontal directions are represented by white lines). (b) The measured
network of angular directions (here represented as black lines emanating from the camera’s perspective center) was
adjusted to the corresponding points of reference (boulders circled in black). Color-coded contours were included to
support better perception of topography.
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forces the network to have just one instead of various single origins and leads to inconsistencies and low
inner accuracies. Distortions and errors, for example, feature duplications, introduced by geometrically
inaccurate generation of the panoramic mosaics contributed to the decision to completely abandon the
use of fully assembled panoramas of unknown processing and mosaicing methods. By adjusting angular
measurements made in the original, unprocessed single frames we improved the inner accuracies of the
angular networks and, thus, were able to halve the standard deviations we assigned to our measurements
before adjustment. Feature coordinates derived from the LROC NAC orthomap were assigned to have an
uncertainty of ±0.5 m (=image pixel size), and directions were observed in the Hasselblads with an
accuracy of ±0.03° on average and ±0.2° at the lowest.
3. Results
Lateral coordinates determined in this study are relative to the ME coordinates of the ALSEP central station
(30.76492°E, 20.19209°N) given by Davies and Colvin (2000). Except for the immediate landing site, control
points needed for angular network adjustments were provided by the 0.5-m scale orthomosaic of the
Taurus-Littrow Valley described in section 2.1.2. As for astronaut positioning at the LM and ALSEP site, we
exploited image M168000580R acquired from LRO’s low-orbit period. It was orthorectiﬁed, map-projected
to local stereographic projection with its center at the respective panorama position, resampled to
0.25 m/pixel, and controlled to the C/S. When comparing our determined instrument positions with the
orthoimage, some of the larger sized ALSEP instruments, that is, C/S, HFE, LACE, and LEAM (see Table A4
in Appendix A for a list of acronyms used throughout this study and in the provided maps), could be
associated with features which were clearly distinguishable from the surrounding regolith. This fact not only
conﬁrmed but also reﬁned our calculations by introducing these instruments as additional, close range and
precisely measurable control points. Elevations are derived from the LROC NAC DTM, which was vertically
coregistered to available LOLA proﬁles (see section 2.1.1). Unless stated otherwise in the following sections,
we determined geolocations with (horizontal) accuracies of better than ±1 m.
3.1. Coordinates of the ALSEP Site
About 4 hr after arrival on the lunar surface on 11 December 1972 the Apollo 17 crew began EVA 1. Among
their ﬁrst tasks were to deploy the suite of ALSEP instruments, collect samples, and acquire photography. All
three Hasselblad panoramas recorded at the ALSEP site located 195 m distant to the LM were taken by astro-
naut Schmitt. After completing ALSEP deployment he started photo documentation proceeding from south
to north. First, he acquired a panorama standing between Geophone Rock and the Geo-3 instrument (frames
AS17-147-22544 to AS17-147-22562). He then moved northward and recorded a second panorama standing
right in the middle of the ALSEP instrument suite near the C/S. The frames are AS17-147-22569 to AS17-147-
22588. Because of unfavorable imaging geometry in addition to using a noncalibrated (free) focus setting of
about 15-foot, this panorama position has a reduced mean point error of ±0.9 m. After he had run out of ﬁlm
and had changed the ﬁlmmagazine (from color to b&w ﬁlm), he acquired the northernmost panorama stand-
ing just outside the group of instruments. The third panorama consists of frames AS17-136-20683 to AS17-
136-20710 andwas then again taken at standard 74-foot focus setting. Except for the C/S Pan, the determined
panorama positions have a mean point error of better than ±0.5 and are listed in Table 2.
Subsequent to panorama positioning we determined geolocations of the instruments captured in the
Hasselblad frames by applying triangulation. For this we used stereo views provided by single frames of
the northernmost and southernmost panoramas and photographs recorded at the geophone sites. Color
photography proved to be very beneﬁcial (if not essential) as far as being able to detect and identify small,
distant instruments in the astronaut images, for example, the small, red geophone ﬂags. We estimate the
Table 2
ME Coordinates of the Panorama Stations of the ALSEP Site
Site Longitude (°E) Latitude (°N) Radius (m) X (m) Y (m) Z (m)
(Geo-3) Pan (S/N 1032, color) 30.76515 20.19069 1,734,777.5 1,399,043.0 832,844.0 598,750.9
(C/S) Pan (S/N 1032, color) 30.76497 20.19218 1,734,777.7 1,399,032.3 832,831.8 598,793.4
(North) Pan (S/N 1032, b&w) 30.76464 20.19247 1,734,777.4 1,399,034.3 832,822.0 598,801.5
Note. ALSEP, Apollo Lunar Surface Experiment Package.
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determined positions of the astronaut equipment to be accurate to better than ±0.5 m. Their coordinates are
listed in Table 3, and Figure 5 shows a large-scale map of all of the scientiﬁc instruments.
The Geophone module (G/M) was deployed 9.8 m south of the ALSEP central station. From there, the four
identical geophones were laid out in a T-shaped pattern as shown in Figure 6. The distance between the
LM and Geo-1 is 145.6 m (see Table A5 in Appendix A for source-receiver distances). Figure 7a illustrates dis-
tances and enclosed angles of the inner geometry of the geophone array. Except for the position of Geo-4,
our results are in relatively good accordance with the layout of the geophone array given by Tanimoto
Table 3
ME Coordinates of the Apollo 17 ALSEP Instruments and Mission Relics
Instrument Longitude (°E) Latitude (°N) Radius (m) X (m) Y (m) Z (m)
C/S 30.76492 20.19209 1,734,778.0 1,399,034.1 832,831.2 598,790.9
RTG 30.76503 20.19214 1,734,777.9 1,399,032.0 832,833.5 598,792.3
HFE 30.76497 20.19240 1,734,777.4 1,399,030.1 832,830.4 598,799.6
LACE 30.76536 20.19226 1,734,777.6 1,399,025.8 832,840.8 598,795.6
LEAM 30.76515 20.19191 1,734,777.8 1,399,032.2 832,837.6 598,785.8
LSG 30.76463 20.19221 1,734,778.0 1,399,037.2 832,823.4 598,794.4
LSP 30.76464 20.19236 1,734,777.8 1,399,035.6 832,822.8 598,798.6
G/M 30.76495 20.19177 1,734,777.9 1,399,036.5 832,833.5 598,781.8
Geo-1 30.76669 20.19202 1,734,775.2 1,399,006.7 832,873.5 598,787.9
Geo-2 30.76322 20.19147 1,734,779.3 1,399,065.3 832,793.7 598,773.8
Geo-3 30.76510 20.19085 1,734,777.6 1,399,042.3 832,841.9 598,755.7
Geo-4 30.76555 20.18902 1,734,777.0 1,399,051.6 832,862.5 598,703.4
SEP 30.77620 20.19179 1,734,773.2 1,398,868.9 833,105.8 598,780.8
LM 30.77168 20.19091 1,734,773.9 1,398,943.1 833,000.6 598,756.0
LRV 30.77634 20.18948 1,734,771.7 1,398,886.4 833,120.9 598,714.6
Flag 30.77149 20.19151 1,734,774.6 1,398,941.0 832,993.0 598,773.4
Note. The lateral coordinates of the Apollo Lunar Surface Experiment Package Central Station (ALSEP C/S) are consistent
with the values provided by Davies and Colvin (2000). Radius values are derived from the Narrow Angle Camera (NAC)
digital terrain model and are related to the Lunar Orbiter Laser Altimeter (LOLA) reference frame. See Table A4 in
Appendix A for the use of acronyms.
Figure 5. Controlled orthomap of the Apollo 17 Apollo Lunar Surface Experiment Package (ALSEP) site. (a) The astronauts’ footprints between the ALSEP instruments
are clearly visible in the image base (M168000580R, 0.25 m/pixel). Large rocks are mapped as white ﬁlled polygons, whereas craters are mapped with the white line
feature. (b) Same map without image base and inverted color.
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et al. (2008; see Figure 7b). We determined the deployment site of Geo-4 to be about 8 m further to the
northwest.
3.2. Coordinates and Maps of the Apollo 17 Traverse Stations
3.2.1. EVA 1
Subsequent to the deployment of the ALSEP, the astronauts set off to their ﬁrst geologic traverse. After a 13-
min drive they arrived at Station 1 (Apollo 17 Mission Evaluation Team, 1973). We created a proﬁle of the EVA
1 traverse and measured the length of the driven route between the LM and Station 1 to be 1,258 m. This
implies an average velocity of about 5.8 km/hr. After 33 min of ﬁeld work, including deployment of EP-6, they
departed from Station 1 and returned back to the LM on a similar route as on their outward trip. After the
crew had traveled 470 m they deployed explosive charge EP-7 en route, performed a rover pan to document
the deployment site, and then continued driving. It took them about 14 min at an average speed of 5.4 km/hr
to return back to the SEP site. The proﬁle displayed in Figure 8 shows elevations of 2,626.2 m at its highest
and2,639.8 m at its lowest point, and the distance traveled by the astronauts at EVA 1 amounts to 2,530 m
Figure 6. T-shaped layout of the four geophones at the Apollo 17 Apollo Lunar Surface Experiment Package (ALSEP) site.
The Lunar Roving Vehicle (LRV) tracks and the crews’ footprints are clearly visible in the 25-cm pixel scale Lunar
Reconnaissance Orbiter Camera (LROC) Narrow Angle Camera (NAC) orthoimage (M168000580R).
Figure 7. Geometry of the Apollo 17 Lunar Seismic Proﬁling Experiment (LSPE) geophone array. Comparing the layout
(a) determined in this study with the layout (b) provided by Tanimoto et al. (2008), we determined the position of Geo-4
to be about 8 m further to the northwest.
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in total. This agrees very well with the crew’s odometer reading at the end of the traverse of 2.5 km provided
by the report on the LRV Navigation System Performance (Smith & Mastin, 1973). The individual length of the
traveled routes between stations, travel times, and derived average velocities are listed in Table 4. The latter
are approximate only, because of minor stops and en route charge deployment, whose durations were not
recorded and, hence, are not considered in our calculations.
3.2.1.1. Station 1
Station 1 is located 1,114 m to the south of the LM in a gently rolling terrain about 150 m northwest from the
crest of the Steno crater rim. Originally, Station 1 was planned to be at the east rim of Emory Crater, a drive of
about another kilometer further south, but because of shortage of time the crew selected a small crater 12 m
in diameter as their ﬁrst sample stop instead. The science objectives for the originally planned Station 1 were
to characterize the rock types of the subﬂoor and mantle units, as well as to investigate the contact relations
exposed in the crater rim and wall (Wolfe et al., 1981). Activities at this station include a traverse gravimeter
measurement, collection of rake samples, explosive charge deployment (EP-6), and photography.
Two panoramas were taken at Station 1. Astronaut Cernan acquired a
panorama from east of the LRV (frames AS17-134-20408 to AS17-134-
20431) and astronaut Schmitt from west of the LRV (frames AS17-136-
20744 to AS17-136-20776; see Figure 9). Both panoramas were acquired
after EP-6 had been deployed 3 m north of the LRV (center), and both
astronauts were standing in direct line of sight to the EP and the LRV.
Thus, the EP’s and LRV’s (center) coordinates were determined by triangu-
lation using stereo frames AS17-134-20422 and AS17-136-20758.
Panorama positions are listed in Table 5, and the geolocation of EP-6 is
provided by Table 14 (section 3.3).
3.2.2. EVA 2
On 12 December 1972, the crew explored several craters in the western
part of the valley. From the EVA 2 proﬁle (Figure 10) we determined that
they traveled 18.147 km in total at an average speed of 6 km/hr
(Table 4). Altogether the astronauts spent about 2 hr and 54min on driving
and about the same time at the four major sampling stations (Apollo 17
Mission Evaluation Team, 1973). The highest point reached by the astro-
nauts while on the EVA 2 traverse lies at an elevation of 2,434.3 m and
the lowest at 2,628.5 m.
Figure 8. Apollo 17 EVA 1 proﬁle. The maximum difference in elevation along the astronauts’ route is 13.6 m.
Table 4
Distances Traveled, Time Ranges, and Approximate Velocities Accomplished on










EVA 1 LM - sta1 1.258 13 5.8
sta1 - LM 1.272 14 5.4
EVA 2 LM - sta2 8.224 73 6.8
sta2 - sta-3 3.036 41 4.4
sta3 - sta4 2.209 17 7.8
sta4 - sta5 3.247 26 7.4
sta5 - LM 1.431 16 5.2
EVA 3 LM - sta6 3.476 31 6.6
sta6 - sta7 0.535 7 4.6
sta7 - sta8 2.011 17 7.3
sta8 - sta9 2.082 18 7.1
sta9 - LM 2.423 28 5.1
aApollo 17 Mission Evaluation Team (1973).
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Figure 9. Controlled Orthomap of Traverse Station 1. (a) Panorama sites and positions of astronaut equipment were determined by angular network adjustments.
(b) Taken from Mühlberger et al. (1973) and is given for comparison and additional information on sample sites. The image base of (c) is Lunar Reconnaissance
Orbiter Camera (LROC) Narrow Angle Camera (NAC) image M165645700R (0.4 m/pixel).
Table 5
ME Coordinates in the Region of Traverse Station 1
Site Longitude (°E) Latitude (°N) Radius (m) X (m) Y (m) Z (m)
East pan (S/N 1023, color) 30.78678 20.15695 1,734,764.1 1,399,020.2 833,546.0 597,787.6
West pan (S/N 1032, b&w) 30.78622 20.15669 1,734,764.5 1,399,031.1 833,533.9 597,780.2
LRV 30.78653 20.15690 1,734,764.5 1,399,024.6 833,540.4 597,786.3
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The crew’s odometer readout at the end of the traverse was 20.2 km (Smith & Mastin, 1973) and is about 2 km
longer than the distance derived from the proﬁle (by a factor of 1.11). Reasons for this could be wheel slipping
but is more likely related to deviations between the true path and the mapped traverse caused by negotiat-
ing boulder ﬁelds and small craters as well as rover-pan maneuvers.
3.2.2.1. Station 2
Station 2 is located 7.4 km southwest of the LM, at the foot of the South Massif where it intersects the south-
east rim of the Nansen-Apollo depression (see Figure 11). With an elevation of2,447.3 m it is the highest of
all geology stations of the mission and also the most distant point from the LM (7,402 m). The science objec-
tives for the astronauts’ tasks of this station were to characterize the South Massif bedrock and the light man-
tle (a high albedo deposit extending northeast from the South Massif) and to investigate features indicative
of the origin of the light mantle (Wolfe et al., 1981). Three boulders from the lower slope of the South Massif
were sampled at Station 2. Boulder 1, for example, is laying right at the break of slope, and Boulder 2 rests
about 6 m above the valley on the Massif’s 14.9 degree slope (26.6%; see Figure 11). In addition to collecting
rock and soil samples, the astronauts performed photography and made traverse gravimeter and electrical
properties measurements.
Astronaut Cernan recorded a panorama from the lower slope of the South Massif, standing in a small crater
located 7 m uphill from the 3-m-wide Boulder 2 (frames AS17-137-20926 to AS17-137-20956). Astronaut
Schmitt acquired a panorama at one of the rake sites, at a distance of 29 m and northeast of the LRV (frames
AS17-138-21053 to AS17-138-21073). The panoramas are named according to their position relative to the
LRV. See Table 6 for corresponding ME coordinates and Figure 12 for a large-scale station map.
3.2.2.2. Station 3
Station 3 is located on the light mantle east of Lara crater, just above the base of the Lee-Lincoln scarp. The
science objective at Station 3 was to take a detailed look at the light mantle that covers the scarp in order to
determine the interrelations and chronology of the scarp and light mantle materials (Wolfe et al., 1981).
Activities at this station included rock and soil sampling, a traverse gravimeter measurement, collection of
a double drive tube core, and photography.
At Station 3 only one panorama was taken. From the southern rim of a 12-m-diameter crater astronaut
Schmitt acquired frames AS17-138-21150 to 21177. Five single frames of diverse viewing directions were
used to determine a mean panorama position given in Table 7. In the exceptional case of frame AS17-138-
21168, which is a view to the southeast showing the southern valley and the east Massif in the distance,
we could only measure directions to the centers of craters (see Figure 13). This was necessary due to the
absence of prominent landmarks, for example, large boulders, to the east of Station 3. However, under
Figure 10. Proﬁle of the Lunar Roving Vehicle (LRV) route of EVA 2. The maximum difference in elevation along the astro-
nauts’ route is 194.2 m.
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favorable conditions, this proved to be a just as adequate method, provided that a crater’s shape or extent is
unambiguously discernable in the astronaut image. The deviation of the adjusted camera position of frame
AS17-138-21168 to the ﬁnal, mean panorama site is 1.5 m.
Lacking a second panorama and thus stereo imagery, the position of the LRV was determined by polar point
determination making use of the direction and distance from the panorama site. The distance between the
perspective center of the camera and the driver’s side of the rover, which faces the camera, was estimated to
about 12.3 m by using the ratio of the LRV’s wheelbase of 2.3 m (Garrett, 1972) as well as its 81-cm wheel dia-
meters, and their respective image sizes in frame AS17-138-21168 (Figure 13a). To determine coordinates of
the center of the LRV, we added 1 m to the previously estimated distance to account for the 2-m width of the
rover (Garrett, 1972). The parking position of the LRV and the panorama site are mapped in Figure 14, and
their coordinates are listed in Table 7.
Figure 11. Apollo 17’s Traverse Station 2 is located to the south of Nansen-Apollo at the base of the northeast slope of the
South Massif. The change in elevation between the contour lines is 2 m, and elevation is given relative to a zero vertical
datum of the mean lunar radius of 1,737.4 km.
Table 6
ME Coordinates in the Region of Traverse Station 2
Site Longitude (°E) Latitude (°N) Radius (m) X (m) Y (m) Z (m)
SW pan (S/N 1023, color) 30.52870 20.09807 1,734,963.7 1,403,450.5 827,642.7 596,182.2
NE pan (S/N 1032, b&w) 30.53105 20.09982 1,734,952.4 1,403,391.7 827,685.7 596,228.0
LRV 30.53033 20.09916 1,734,952.7 1,403,408.3 827,671.7 596,209.3
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Figure 12. Controlled Orthomap of Traverse Station 2. (a) Panorama sites and the Lunar Roving Vehicle (LRV) position were determined by angular network adjust-
ments. (b) Taken fromMühlberger et al. (1973) and is given for comparison and additional information on sample sites. The image base of (c) is Lunar Reconnaissance
Orbiter Camera (LROC) Narrow Angle Camera (NAC) image M119652859L (0.4 m/pixel).
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3.2.2.3. Station 4
Station 4 is located on the southern rim crest of Shorty crater, near the northern terminus of the light mantle.
Shorty is a 112m in diameter impact crater, which was originally suspected to be a volcanic vent. The explora-
tion objectives of Station 4 were to examine the crater to determine its origin, sample its surrounding mate-
rial, and examine the distal end of the light mantle (Wolfe et al., 1981). After the discovery of the unique
orange soil at the crater rim and because of a shortage of time, observation and sampling were conﬁned
to the rim. The crew collected rock and trench samples, a double drive tube core, made traverse gravimeter
and electrical properties measurements, and performed photography from the crater rim.
Astronaut Schmitt acquired a panorama standing west of the LRV and close to the large boulder resting on
the rim, where he had spotted the orange pyroclastic ash (mapped as sample #74220 in Figure 15b). The
frames are AS17-133-20229 to AS17-133-20256. Astronaut Cernan took a color pan standing east of the
LRV, moments before they left for their next geology stop. The frames are AS17-137-20991 to AS17-137-
21027. The determined astronaut positions are listed in Table 8 and mapped in Figure 15.
3.2.2.4. Station 5
Station 5 is located on the blocky, southwest rim of the large, 608 m in diameter crater Camelot (newly mea-
sured crater locations and diameters are provided as supporting information). The exploration objectives of
Station 5 were to observe subﬂoor and dark mantle materials in the ﬂoor, rim, and walls of Camelot crater and
to sample them on the rim (Wolfe et al., 1981). Activities at this site included a traverse gravimeter measure-
ment, sample collection, and photography.
Astronaut Cernan took a panorama from west of the LRV, standing in the middle of the rim’s boulder ﬁeld.
The frames are AS17-145-22159 to AS17-145-22183. Astronaut Schmitt took a second panorama from about
9 m east of the LRV (see Figure 16 and Table 9). The frames are AS17-133-20339 to AS17-133-20360.
3.2.3. EVA 3
On 13 December 1972, the astronauts’ third and last excursion went northward to the base of the North
Massif, the Sculptured Hills, and Van Serg crater. A proﬁle of the astronauts’ traverse path of EVA 3 is given in
Figure 17. We determined the lengths of the driven route sections between the four major sample stations
adding up to 10.527 km in total (Table 4). The highest point of the EVA 3 traverse lies at an elevation of
Table 7
ME Coordinates in the Region of Traverse Station 3
Site Longitude (°E) Latitude (°N) Radius (m) X (m) Y (m) Z (m)
Pan (S/N 1032, b&w) 30.56512 20.17422 1,734,902.4 1,402,191.0 828,101.8 598,326.0
LRV 30.56556 20.17402 1,734,900.7 1,402,185.1 828,112.8 598,319.8
Figure 13. (a) Due to the absence of prominent surface features southeast of Station 3, for example, large boulders, here only centers of craters (c1–c7) were used for
camera positioning (AS17-138-21168). (b) After identiﬁcation of the same craters in the Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter Camera (LROC) Narrow Angle Camera (NAC)
orthomosaic, the network of directions was adjusted to the center coordinates of the craters. The distances between the astronaut/camera and the craters range
from 153 m (c7) to 429 m (c5).
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2,563.8 m and the lowest at2,667.5 m. The crew spent 1 hr and 41min on driving (includingminor sample
stops and charge deployment) and 3 hr and 21 min on ﬁeld work at the geology stops (Apollo 17 Mission
Evaluation Team, 1973). We determined the velocity along the EVA 3 traverse to about 6 km/hr on average.
Similar to EVA 2, the odometer distance at the end of the traverse (12.0 km) provided by Smith and Mastin
(1973) is longer than the mapped traverse by a factor of 1.14.
3.2.3.1. Station 6
Station 6 is located on the south slope of the North Massif, 410 m northeast of so-called Turning Point Rock
and to the north of Henry crater. The area is on a 15.4 degree slope (27.6%) and covered with large
Figure 14. Controlled orthomap of Traverse Station 3. (a) The panorama site and the Lunar Roving Vehicle (LRV) position were determined by angular network
adjustments. (b) Taken from Mühlberger et al. (1973) and is given for comparison and additional information on sample sites. The image base of (c) is Lunar
Reconnaissance Orbiter Camera (LROC) Narrow Angle Camera (NAC) image M175077349R (0.2 m/pixel).
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Figure 15. Controlled orthomap of Traverse Station 4. (a) Panorama sites and the Lunar Roving Vehicle (LRV) position were determined by angular network adjust-
ments. (b) Taken fromMühlberger et al. (1973) and is given for comparison and additional information on sample sites. The image base of (c) is Lunar Reconnaissance
Orbiter Camera (LROC) Narrow Angle Camera (NAC) image M119652859R (0.4 m/pixel).
Table 8
ME Coordinates in the Region of Traverse Station 4
Site Longitude (°E) ) Latitude (°N) Radius (m) X (m) Y (m) Z (m)
West pan (S/N 1032, b&w) 30.62418 20.21548 1,734,853.5 1,400,926.1 829,303.6 599,481.7
East pan (S/N 1023, color) 30.62555 20.21527 1,734,853.8 1,400,908.4 829,338.4 599,475.7
LRV 30.62427 20.21532 1,734,854.0 1,400,926.7 829,306.9 599,477.2
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Figure 16. Controlled orthomap of Traverse Station 5. (a) Panorama sites and the Lunar Roving Vehicle (LRV) position were determined by angular network adjust-
ments. (b) Taken fromMühlberger et al. (1973) and is given for comparison and additional information on sample sites. The image base of (c) is Lunar Reconnaissance
Orbiter Camera (LROC) Narrow Angle Camera (NAC) image M168000580 L (0.25 m/pixel).
Table 9
ME Coordinates in the Region of Traverse Station 5
Site Longitude (°E) Latitude (°N) Radius (m) X (m) Y (m) Z (m)
West pan (S/N 1023, color) 30.72495 20.18613 1,734,810.9 1,399,694.8 831,902.6 598,632.9
East pan (S/N 1032, b&w) 30.72641 20.18557 1,734,808.3 1,399,676.6 831,940.0 598,616.0
LRV 30.72611 20.18572 1,734,808.9 1,399,680.1 831,932.2 598,620.5
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boulders, which had rolled down from higher on the massif leaving behind prominent tracks (see Figure 18).
The crew drove cross slope up to a massive, split boulder located about 30 m above the valley ﬂoor and
parked side-on 15 m west of it (see Figure 19 and Table 10). The boulder had rolled down a 22.5 degree
slope (41.4%) forming a 10-m-wide trail that begins 394 m above and ends after 1,030 m at the boulder’s
present location where it had broken apart into ﬁve major pieces. The exploration objectives of Station 6
were to characterize and sample the blocks and sediment of the North Massif and dark mantle materials
that locally cover the region (Wolfe et al., 1981). Activities at this site included sample collection, collection
of a single drive tube core, a traverse gravimeter measurement, and photography.
Figure 17. Proﬁle of the EVA 3 traverse path. The maximum difference in elevation along the astronauts’ route is 103.7 m.
Figure 18. Apollo 17’s two northernmost traverse stations on the south slope of the North Massif. The traverse path of the
crew, represented as a dashed line, is based on the Traverse Map from the Apollo era (Defense Mapping Agency, 1975)
and illustrates an estimate only. The change in elevation between the contour lines is 2 m, and elevation is given relative to
a mean lunar radius of 1,737.4 km.
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Figure 19. Controlled orthomap of Traverse Station 6. (a) Panorama sites and the Lunar Roving Vehicle (LRV) position were determined by angular network adjust-
ments. (b) Taken fromMühlberger et al. (1973) and is given for comparison and additional information on sample sites. The image base of (c) is Lunar Reconnaissance
Orbiter Camera (LROC) Narrow Angle Camera (NAC) image M165645700R (0.4 m/pixel).
Table 10
ME Coordinates in the Region of Traverse Station 6
Site Longitude (°E) Latitude (°N) Radius (m) X (m) Y (m) Z (m)
South pan (S/N 1032, b&w) 30.79981 20.29031 1,734,838.3 1,397,691.5 833,185.1 601,602.0
North pan (S/N 1023, color) 30.80051 20.29080 1,734,840.6 1,397,678.7 833,200.7 601,616.8
LRV 30.79997 20.28993 1,734,835.4 1,397,690.3 833,189.6 601,590.2
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Astronaut Schmitt found level ground on the southern rim of a small crater, 11 m in diameter, from where he
acquired the South Pan. The frames are AS17-141-21575 to AS17-141-21603, and the standard deviation of
the determined panorama position is ±0.8 m. Astronaut Cernan recorded a panorama north of the boulder
on the east side of the boulder tracks, leveling himself by standing in a little hole. The frames are AS17-
140-21483 to AS17-140-21509, and the standard deviation of the mean panorama position is ±0.5 m.
3.2.3.2. Station 7
Station 7 is located 490 m east of Station 6, on the lower slope of the North Massif just above the break in
slope between the Massif and the valley ﬂoor (Figure 18). The area is located on a 13.6 degree slope
(24.2%) and covered with boulders, which had rolled down from higher on the Massif. The exploration
objectives for Station 7 were the same as for Station 6, which were to characterize and sample Massif
and dark mantle materials (Wolfe et al., 1981). The crew gathered samples and performed photography
at this site.
Astronaut Schmitt recorded a panorama south of the rover at 11-foot focus and aiming the camera low to
document the near-ﬁeld sampling area. The frames, showing almost none of the horizon, are AS17-141-
21646 to AS17-141-21664, and the standard deviation of the mean panorama position is ±0.7 m. Astronaut
Cernan took a standard 74-foot panorama for location work, as he puts it, standing in a small crater north
of the rover, which provided him a somewhat level ground. See the large-scale station map in Figure 20 and
Table 11 for station coordinates. The frames are AS17-146-22339 to AS17-146-22363, and the standard devia-
tion of the mean panorama position is ±0.8 m.
3.2.3.3. Station 8
Station 8 is located 3,972 m northeast of the LM near the base of the Sculptured Hills on a southwest facing
slope just southeast of Wessex Cleft. The exploration objectives were to sample Sculptured Hills material.
From northeast of Bowen-Apollo (referred to as SWP during the course of the mission) the crew drove about
110 m up slope (20.6%) and parked the LRV about 22 m above the valley ﬂoor on the northeastern rim of a
small, 10-m crater (see Figure 21). Activities at this site included two traverse gravimeter measurements, sam-
ple collection including trench samples, and photography.
Astronaut Cernan acquired a panorama 55 m upslope and east of the LRV (see Figure 22) near the boulder
he and astronaut Schmitt had sampled and pushed downhill. The frames are AS17-146-22375 to AS17-
146-22397. Astronaut Schmitt recorded a second pan close to the trench site (see sample sequence
78420-78480 in Figure 22b) just before they left for the next station. The frames are AS17-142-21726 to
AS17-142-21745. The slope of Station 8 made it difﬁcult for the astronauts to level themselves during
image acquisition. Also, Station 8 lacks prominent surface features in the vicinity to use as network control
as the largest rock the crew had seen at Station 8 was less than 1 m in size (Wolfe et al., 1981). Therefore,
our calculations relied mainly on measurements to far-distant features located in the south and west at
distances ranging from 500 m (rocks on the southern rim of Bowen-Apollo) to as far as 2.6 km (large
boulders at the base and lower slope of the North Massif). Hence, mean panorama positions had relatively
high (lateral) standard deviations of 1.4 and 4.0 m for the East and the West Pan, respectively. Our results
are listed in Table 12.
3.2.3.4. Station 9
The ﬁnal traverse stop, Station 9, is located on the southeast rim and blocky ejecta blanket of Van Serg crater.
It is a young impact crater, 106 m in diameter, and was chosen in order to study more recent cratering events.
The exploration objectives were to determine the crater’s origin (originally suspected to be volcanic) and to
sample the dark mantle and its subﬂoor material (Wolfe et al., 1981). Activities at this site included collection
of a double drive tube sample, traverse gravimeter measurements, sample collection including trench sam-
ples, charge deployment, and photography.
Astronaut Schmitt acquired a ﬁrst panorama at the location labeled West Pan in Figure 23. The frames are
AS17-142-21798 to AS17-142-21824. At the same time astronaut Cernan took a (partial) panorama at the
location labeled North Pan, achieving only about three fourths of a full turn, because he ran out of ﬁlm.
The frames are AS17-146-22423 to AS17-146-22450. Astronaut Schmitt acquired a second panorama at the
location labeled South Pan, capturing the emplaced seismic charge (EP-5) as well as astronaut Cernan obtain-
ing a core sample in the white material they found near the LRV. The frames are AS17-142-21836 to AS17-
142-21858. The determined geolocations are mapped in Figure 23, and the corresponding coordinates are
listed in Table 13.
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Figure 20. Controlled orthomap of Station 7. (a) Panorama sites and the Lunar Roving Vehicle (LRV) position were determined by angular network adjustments.
(b) Taken from Mühlberger et al. (1973) and is given for comparison and additional information on sample sites. The image base of (c) is Lunar Reconnaissance
Orbiter Camera (LROC) Narrow Angle Camera (NAC) image M165645700R (0.4 m/pixel).
Table 11
ME Coordinates in the Region of Traverse Station 7
Site Longitude (°E) Latitude (°N) Radius (m) X (m) Y (m) Z (m)
South pan (S/N 1032, b&w) 30.81684 20.29078 1,734,805.6 1,397,413.3 833,582.2 601,604.0
North pan (S/N 1023, color) 30.81692 20.29130 1,734,809.1 1,397,410.1 833,583.2 601,620.2
LRV 30.81714 20.29104 1,734,806.8 1,397,407.5 833,588.6 601,611.9
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3.3. Coordinates of the LSPE Seismic Sources
At eight designated sites in the Taurus-Littrow Valley the astronauts deployed Explosive Packages (EPs)
containing from 57 to 2,722 g of high explosives. EPs and the geophones constitute the Apollo 17
Geophysical Station (Kovach et al., 1973). To this day, Apollo 17’s LSPE is the largest active seismic experiment,
which was ever set up on the lunar surface to determine the internal, near-surface structure (see Figure 24 for
the EP deployment sites).
The astronauts deployed the EPs either en route by setting them down on the ground without getting off the
LRV (EP-1, EP-4, EP-7, and EP-8) or during preplanned geology stops of longer duration. Figure 25a shows
astronaut Schmitt during Apollo 17 preﬂight training as he deploys an EP from the passenger’s seat of the
rover mock-up. Subsequently, the crew acquired either locator images with the charges imaged in the
foreground and the LM in the background (Figure 25b) or so-called rover or LRV pans for documentation
and positioning purposes.
The rover-pan technique, where astronaut Schmitt would take a sequence of panoramic images from the
passenger’s seat while astronaut Cernan slowly steered around the emplaced charge in a tight, clockwise
circle, was used for EP-1, EP-4, and EP-7. The charge constitutes the (approximate) center of the driven circle
and was not imaged itself. To localize the deployment site of an explosive charge, we determined locations of
the camera’s perspective center of several frames on the approximate rover-pan circle. The center of the
circle was assumed to be the EP position. While the minimum technically possible turning radius of the
LRV is given to be 3.1 m (Costes et al., 1972), we estimate radii of the LRV-turns around the charges of
approximately 4–6 m. EP positions derived in this manner have a relatively high uncertainty of approximately
up to ±3 m, depending on the derived radius of the respective rover-pan.
EP-6, which was deployed at Station 1 during EVA 1, is the only charge captured within a stereo image pair
(frames AS17-136-20758 and AS17-134-20422), both frames being members of the panoramas routinely
taken at each station. Here the positional accuracy is relatively high, amounting to ±0.5 m. In most cases,
whenever locator images were available, the respective EP position was determined by applying the geodetic
method called polar point determination. For example, even though EP-8 was deployed en route, it was cap-
tured in a locator image (Figure 25b). Once the frame’s position and azimuth (to north) were determined, we
derived the direction angle and the distance to the seismic charge, which needed to be imaged in its full
dimension. Assuming nearly vertical alignment of the EP’s receiving antenna and the image plane as well
Figure 21. Apollo 17’s easternmost geology stop on the base of the southwest slope of Sculptured Hills. The traverse path
of the crew, represented as a dashed line, is based on the Traverse Map from Apollo times (Defense Mapping Agency,
1975) and illustrates an estimate only. The change in elevation between the contour lines is 2 m, and elevation is given
relative to a mean lunar radius of 1,737.4 km.
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Figure 22. Controlled orthomap of Traverse Station 8. (a) Panorama sites and the Lunar Roving Vehicle (LRV) position were determined by angular network adjust-
ments. (b) Taken fromMühlberger et al. (1973) and is given for comparison and provides an overview on sample sites. The image base of (c) is Lunar Reconnaissance
Orbiter Camera (LROC) Narrow Angle Camera (NAC) image M152669024L (0.4 m/pixel).
Table 12
ME-Coordinates in the Region of Traverse Station 8
Site Longitude (°E) Latitude (°N) Radius (m) X (m) Y (m) Z (m)
East pan (S/N 1023, color) 30.87936 20.27727 1,734,788.4 1,396,610.7 835,171.0 601,214.4
West pan (S/N 1032, b&w) 30.87791 20.27608 1,734,775.2 1,396,631.8 835,135.8 601,176.2
LRV 30.87753 20.27663 1,734,777.3 1,396,634.2 835,124.5 601,192.4
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Figure 23. Controlled orthomap of Traverse Station 9. (a) Panorama sites and the Lunar Roving Vehicle (LRV) position were determined by angular network adjust-
ments. (b) Taken fromMühlberger et al. (1973) and is given for comparison and additional information on sample sites. The image base of (c) is Lunar Reconnaissance
Orbiter Camera (LROC) Narrow Angle Camera (NAC) image M129086118L (0.4 m/pixel).
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as knowing the length of the fully extended antenna, that is, 1.65 m (Lauderdale & Eichelman, 1974), we
approximated the distance between the optical center of the Hasselblad camera and the charge by using
elevation angles measured in the locator image. In the case of Figure 25b we determined the distance
between EP-8 and the optical center of the Hasselblad camera to about 6.5 m. Table 14 lists the
determined ME coordinates of the eight charges in spherical and Cartesian coordinates. Radii were
derived from the LROC NAC DTM.
Geolocations of the four charges deployed close to the LM site are mapped in Figure 26. The two EPs
deployed during geology stops, that is, EP-6 and EP-5, are mapped in the corresponding large-scale maps
of Station 1 (Figure 9) and Station 9 (Figure 23). Large-scale maps of EP-7 (deployed on the way back from
Station 1) and EP-1 (Victory Crater; see Figure 4 in section 2.3) are not available, but their geolocations are
mapped in Figure 24.
3.3.1. Improved LSPE Source-Receiver Distances
The deployed EPs were remotely detonated one after the other, a few hours after the crew had departed.
Seismic waves induced by these detonations were recorded by the four-geophone array located near the
center of the valley (see Figure 26) and telemetered back to Earth along with timing data (Apollo 17
Mission Evaluation Team, 1973). The thrust of the LM ascent engines, the subsequent impact of the LM ascent
stage on the adjacent highlands (the impact location of the LM ascent stage could not be identiﬁed in LROC
images yet), and also natural seismic events were recorded, and the historic recordings are made available by
the National Space Science Data Center (NSSDC). Recently, the Apollo 17 seismic data were closely reviewed
by different geophysicists groups (Heffels et al., 2017; Sollberger et al., 2016). Besides accurate shot times the
knowledge of accurate ranges between source and receiver is fundamental in the analysis of the geophone
data. To support ongoing reanalysis, we provide a complete list of improved source-receiver distances
derived from the newly determined LSPE positions (see Table A5 in Appendix A).
Table 13
ME Coordinates in the Region of Traverse Station 9
Site Longitude (°E) Latitude (°N) Radius (m) X (m) Y (m) Z (m)
West pan (S/N 1032, b&w) 30.83138 20.23231 1,734,751.9 1,397,684.8 834,225.1 599,924.8
North pan (S/N 1023, color) 30.83199 20.23302 1,734,751.8 1,397,669.4 834,236.3 599,944.9
South pan (S/N 1032, b&w) 30.83284 20.23116 1,734,747.7 1,397,670.6 834,264.9 599,890.5
LRV 30.83264 20.23141 1,734,748.7 1,397,672.0 834,259.3 599,897.9
Figure 24. Geolocations of the Explosive Packages of the active seismic sounding experiment Lunar Seismic Proﬁling
Experiment (LSPE). The charges were remotely detonated after the Apollo 17 crew had left the lunar surface.
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3.4. New Apollo 17 Landing Site Map (1:15000)
The DTM, the orthomosaic, and the feature positions determined in this study were combined to create a
new map of the Apollo 17 landing site (Figure 27). Its map-sheet designation is L15K 20.2/30.7East COMT.
L stands for Moon, 15K speciﬁes the map’s scale of 1:15000, 20.2/30.7 East designates the planetocentric lati-
tude and longitude to the nearest decimal degree nearest to the center point of the map, and COMT is an
acronym for Controlled Orthophoto Mosaic with Topography.
The map covers an area of about 14 km × 12 km of the Taurus-Littrow Valley, from 30.4294° to 30.9162° in
longitude and from 19.9771° to 20.3639° in latitude. Planetocentric coordinates given in the map are related
to the ME lunar reference system, according to LRO project standards and as recommended by the
International Astronomical Union/International Association of Geodesy (IAU/IAG) Working Group on
Cartographic Coordinates and Rotational Elements. The map includes a graticule, contour lines with an equi-
distance of 50 m, the astronauts’ traverses, and their major geology stops. IAU-approved as well as non-IAU-
approved, but commonly used feature names, for example, craters, massifs, and mountains, are labeled.
Center coordinates and diameters of named craters were remeasured for mapping purposes and for the pro-
vision of supporting information.
The LRV parking positions at the traverse stations whose coordinates were determined within this study were
chosen to deﬁne the respective station locations in the traverse map, and hence, constitute the center of the
mapped red circles representing the geology stations. The astronauts’ paths between them were recon-
structed by referencing and adopting the NASA Apollo 17 Traverse Map (Defense Mapping Agency, 1975)
Table 14
ME Coordinates of the Apollo 17 Explosive Packages
Charge EVA Longitude (°E) Latitude (°N) Radius (m) X (m) Y (m) Z (m)
EP-6 1 30.78653 20.15700 1,734,764.5 1,399,023.7 833,539.9 597,789.1
EP-7 1 30.78458 20.17226 1,734,765.4 1,398,916.0 833,411.2 598,223.0
EP-4 2 30.75813 20.18904 1,734,782.8 1,399,164.0 832,684.0 598,705.9
EP-1 2 30.66821 20.21618 1,734,832.6 1,400,265.2 830,366.2 599,494.4
EP-8 2 30.76202 20.18854 1,734,779.7 1,399,109.4 832,780.1 598,690.8
EP-5 3 30.83285 20.23139 1,734,748.2 1,397,668.6 834,264.3 599,897.3
EP-2 3 30.77820 20.19150 1,734,772.2 1,398,841.6 833,155.8 598,772.1
EP-3 3 30.77500 20.19175 1,734,773.0 1,398,886.5 833,076.8 598,779.6
Note. Listed in the order of deployment.
Figure 25. (a) Practicing deployment of explosive charges during EVA training at Sunset Crater, Flagstaff, Arizona (NASA
Photo 72-H-1411, source: Apollo Lunar Surface Journal [ALSJ]). (b) Locator image to the Lunar Module (LM; image
center) acquired from the driver’s seat by E. Cernan. Seismic charge EP-8 is displayed in the foreground and Geophone Rock
is to the left (AS17-145-22184).
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to the LROC orthomosaic using ArcGIS. In parts, the rover was tracked through VLBI observations, which
enabled path reconstruction (Salzberg, 1973). In the historic map these sections were drawn in solid lines,
whereas the dashed lines represent approximate tracks. We adopted this differentiation and only slightly cor-
rected the course of the traverse at the sites, where the crew had deployed EPs from the rover.
Based on the mapped traverses, we derived proﬁle plots and determined distances traveled, as presented
earlier in section 3.2. The total distance traveled during all three EVAs was 31.204 km, and the farthest point
traveled from the LM was 7.402 km (linear distance to Station 2). The average speed driven by astronaut
Cernan was 6 km/hr (average of all traverses, neglecting short stops). The highest elevation reached by the
astronauts by means of the LRV was 2,434.3 m (EVA 2) and the lowest was 2,667.5 m (EVA 3), which cor-
responds to a height range of 233.2 m in total.
4. Discussion
Thirty-seven years past the last manned landing on the Moon the LROC NAC images provide the means for a
reinvigorated view of the surface activities of the crew by revealing the traces they have left on the lunar sur-
face. Private initiatives such as the ALSJ or Apollo17.org (Feist et al., 2018) created remarkable online reposi-
tories and compilations of Apollo mission data, demonstrating the high value of simultaneous viewing and
access to the available resources to get the big picture. Likewise, the planetary science community would
highly beneﬁt from a Planetary Spatial Data Infrastructure (PSDI), as proposed by the NASA Mapping and
Spatial Infrastructure Team (MAPSIT; Lawrence et al., 2016). The goal of the PSDI initiative is to make planetary
data easily discoverable, accessible, and usable. While private websites typically aim at providing information
according to the timeline of events, a spatial data infrastructure organizes and links data according to loca-
tion. By relating in situ as well as remote sensing data of multiple instruments andmissions, the available data
are placed in a broader context and can be fully exploited. The foundation and prerequisite for spatial data
analysis are planetary cartographic products as well as geodetically controlled related data. Our cartographic
study provides foundational as well as ancillary spatial data of the Apollo 17 landing site.
We generated a controlled DTM of the Taurus-Littrow Valley with a raster grid of 1.5 m and a controlled
orthomosaic at 0.5 m/pixel scale. These high-resolution cartographic products allowed registration of
Figure 26. Orthomap of the Lunar Module (LM) and Apollo Lunar Surface Experiment Package (ALSEP) region (Station 0).
The map shows the footprints of the Apollo 17 astronauts and the equipment they installed close to the LM, for example,
the array of geophones and the four Explosive Packages deployed nearest to them. The image base is Lunar
Reconnaissance Orbiter Camera (LROC) Narrow Angle Camera (NAC) image M168000580R (0.25 m/pixel).
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Figure 27. Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter Camera (LROC) Narrow Angle Camera (NAC) based controlled orthoimage map of the Apollo 17 Landing Site.
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Hasselblad photographs and to provide absolute camera positions to 1-m scale accuracy (and better in some
cases). From these newly controlled astronaut images, accurate estimates of the size and location of
landforms and hardware are derived enhancing our ability to provide context to a host of derived
measurements. Image (re) analysis beneﬁts from the recent scans of the original Hasselblad ﬂight ﬁlm
providing new research possibilities through digital image processing techniques. For example, by applying
close range photogrammetry to the controlled Hasselblad images and by reconstructing extensive 3-D
scenes as presented by Schmitt et al. (2017) regional surface models of very high resolution can be integrated
and jointly analyzed with the LROC NAC based DTM and orthomap. Relative measurements obtained from
Hasselblad images tied to the higher level ME-coordinate system allow automatic correlation to features seen
in the LROC NAC orthoimages.
Furthermore, the acquisition and mapping of the geolocations of the ALSEP instruments at half meter scale accu-
racy enable a new look at the originalmeasurements acquired by ALSEP experiments. For example, by determining
the EP positions with accuracies of 0.5 to 3.0 mwe were able to provide improved source-receiver distances of the
active seismic experiment LSPE. Distances along with times are essential in the analysis of seismic recordings. First
results of Heffels et al. (2017), who integrated our improved distances into their computations, lead to new velocity-
depth proﬁles of the Apollo 17 site and reﬁned two- and three-layer seismic velocity models of the upper crust.
Concerning future missions, the most accurate and detailed knowledge of the regional topography is crucial
in landing site selection, a safe landing, and efﬁcient mission operations. Topographic surface models and
maps as provided by this study support mission planning and are used to assist rover navigation and
determine least work traverses. Furthermore, in the case of former landing sites, precise knowledge of the
geolocations of mission relics contributes to the protection of human heritage sites during future landings,
as planned, for example, by the PTScientists.
5. Summary and Conclusion
From high-resolution LROC NAC stereo images we derived a controlled DTM and orthomosaic of the Apollo
17 landing site area. The orthomosaic provided control information to register close-range surface images to
the orbital images by applying a least squares (2-D) network adjustment. By doing so we provided a
cartographic context to the historic astronaut photographs. Based on that, geolocations of all of the ALSEP
instruments and mission equipment were determined by triangulation. We mapped the determined
geolocations in the controlled LROC NAC orthomosaic and created a new Apollo 17 Landing Site Map (scale
1:15000). In addition, we provide large-scale maps (1:1000) of the individual traverse stations and the ALSEP
site, proﬁles of the EVA traverses, and improved LSPE source-receiver distances. Furthermore, a list of newly
measured crater diameters and positions are provided supplementary to this study.
High-level planetary data products, that is, geodetically controlled DTMs and orthomosaics, are the required foun-
dation for spatial data driven research. Controlled maps and ancillary geospatial data of the Apollo 17 landing site
are equally important in the improved reanalysis of the invaluable on-site experiments, in the planning and opera-
tion of future missions, but also in the preservation and protection of the achievements of human space ﬂight. In
addition, the registration approach presented here, which links close-range surface images with data from orbital
images, can be used for astronaut or rover localization. While the current implementation of the method requires
signiﬁcant manual interaction, further studies on automatic image correlation can be of considerable value.
6. Outlook
We are currently investigating the feasibility of applying a photogrammetric (3-D) space resection to
determine the camera’s attitude angles in addition to its absolute position, that is, going from 2-D to 3-D
by solving for the full six parameters of a camera’s Exterior Orientation (X,Y,Z,ω,φ,κ). To obtain a unique
and stable solution, the control points picked from the surface and the orbital images are required to be well
distributed over the image frame.
We also plan to further exploit the Hasselblad images to determine individual locations fromwhere the astronauts
collected rock samples and obtained drill cores. The results will bemapped in the large-scale stationmaps andmay
also be integrated into a spatial data infrastructure to support integrated and multisource scientiﬁc analyses.
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To further improve the relative and absolute accuracy of the LROC NAC DTMs, we are currently implementing
a bundle adjustment incorporating LOLA and LLR ground control. By exploiting the geometric identities of
stereo imagery and tying the object model to coregistered LOLA shots, errors in the exterior orientation of




Image Parameters of the LROC NAC Stereo Pairs
LROC NAC Orbit Resolution (m/pixel) Incidence angle (°) Slew angle (°) Included in...
M137346262-L/-R 5374 0.5 41 18 DTM
M137353046-L/-R 5375 0.5 41 +17 DTM/ortho
M159746082-L/-R 8676 0.5 50 +21 DTM
M159752868-L/R 8677 0.5 49 18 DTM
M190394800-R 13104 1.0 46 +4 DTM
M190401948-L 13105 1.0 45 4 DTM
M134985003-L/-R 5026 0.5 64 20 DTM/ortho
M134991788-L/-R 5027 0.5 65 +15 DTM
M152669024-L/-R 7633 0.4 39 +24 DTM/ortho
M152675807-L/-R 7634 0.5 40 14 DTM
Note. Five stereo image pairs were used to process the LROC NAC DTM (1.5 m/pixel) of the Apollo 17 landing site (sorted
from west to east). The last column provides information on whether individual stereo images were also included in the
orthomosaic. DTM, digital terrain model; LROC, Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter Camera; NAC, Narrow Angle Camera.
Table A2
NAIF SPICE Kernels Used to Determine LROC NAC Position and Pointing
Description Data ﬁle
Planetary and lunar ephemeris de421.bsp
planetary constants moon_pa_de421_1900–2050.bpc




LRO frame deﬁnitions lro_frames_2014049_v01.tf
LRO/LROC orientation moc42_*.bc
soc31_*.bc
LRO clock correction lro_clkcor_2014197_v00.tsc
leap-seconds naif0010.tls
Note. LROC, Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter Camera; NAC, Narrow Angle Camera; NAIF, Navigation and Ancillary
Information Facility.
Table A3
LROC NAC Images Used to Create the Apollo 17 Orthomosaic (0.5 m/pixel)
LROC NAC image Orbit Resolution (m/pixel) Incidence angle (°) Slew angle (°) Sun direction
M137353046-L/-R 5375 0.5 41 +17 w
M152669024-L/-R 7633 0.4 39 +24 w
M134985003-R 5026 0.5 64 20 w
M168000580-L/-R 9892 0.3 45 26 w
M119652859-L/-R 2767 0.4/0.5 59 20 w
M109032389-R 1202 0.5 22 20 w
Note. The images are listed in the order of layering from the top to the bottom layer of the mosaic. LROC, Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter Camera; NAC, Narrow
Angle Camera.
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